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ROLE OF THE VERTICAL PRESSURE GRADIENT IN WAVE BOUNDARY LAYERS
Karsten Lindegård Jensen1, B. Mutlu Sumer1, Giovanna Vittori2 and Paolo Blondeaux2
By direct numerical simulation (DNS) of the flow in an oscillatory boundary layer, it is possible to obtain the pressure
field. From the latter, the vertical pressure gradient is determined. Turbulent spots are detected by a criterion
involving the vertical pressure gradient. The vertical pressure gradient is also treated as any other turbulence quantity
like velocity fluctuations and statistical properties of the vertical pressure gradient are calculated from the DNS data.
The presence of a vertical pressure gradient in the near bed region has significant implications for sediment transport.
Keywords: wave boundary layers, turbulence, vertical pressure gradient, DNS, transition to turbulence

INTRODUCTION
Wave boundary layers have been studied extensively over the past three decades or so. These studies
cover the entire range of flow regimes, laminar, transitional and turbulent. Observations show that, in
the transitional regime, turbulence first emerges in isolated areas where the flow “bursts” with violent
oscillations (Carstensen, Sumer and Fredsøe 2010). These areas are called turbulent spots and they
grow in time, and once they merge, the flow becomes fully turbulent.
Carstensen et al’s. (2010) work was later extended to the case of solitary wave boundary layers (Sumer
et al, 2010) and wave boundary layers over a rough bed (Carstensen, Sumer and Fredsøe, 2012)
Mazzuoli, Vittori and Blondeaux (2011) have recently simulated turbulent spots in wave boundary
layers by means of Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) to reproduce the experimental results by
Carstensen et al. (2010), and their results have complemented those of Carstensen et al. (2010).
In the present study the same DNS data as in Test 1 of Mazzuoli et al. (2011) are examined in terms of
vertical pressure gradient, presumably a new quantity in the analysis of turbulent wave boundary
layers.
It turns out that this new approach and the interpretation of the DNS results shed light onto the
understanding of laminar-to-turbulent transition in wave boundary layers.
NUMERICAL MODEL
Applying Stokes linear wave theory in shallow waters the orbital motion of the water particles near the
seabed becomes parallel to it. In a Cartesian coordinate system, where ∗ is in the direction of the wave
propagation, ∗ is the vertical and ∗ points in the spanwise direction (see Fig. 1), the flow in the
boundary layer can be studied as an oscillatory flow driven by a pressure gradient determined by
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As in Blondeaux and Vittori (1994), Costamagna et al. (2003) and Mazzuoli et al. (2011), the bottom
wall has a small waviness in the ∗ - and ∗ -directions, and the vertical coordinate ∗ is measured from
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the mean wall (or bed) level. The waviness of the bottom surface profile
superimposition of sinusoidal components and is described by
∗

where
∗

∗

∗
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,

∗

∗

∗

∗

is the amplitude of the nth-harmonic component,
∗

∗

∗

is generated by a

∗ ∗

∗

(2)

in the present simulation is taken as

0.005 ,
being the Stokes length
2
and
the angular frequency 2 / ∗ , ∗ the
∗
period and the kinematic viscosity. The waviness is characterized by wave numbers ∗ and ∗ in the
∗
and ∗ directions, respectively,
is a phase shift and is the number of terms in the summation.
Vittori and Verzicco (1998) investigated the effect of the wall waviness and found that it is necessary to
trigger transition to the intermittently turbulent regime, even if the amplitude of the wall waviness is so
small that it has no significant influence on turbulence characteristics and the wall can be considered
smooth from a macroscopic point of view (Vittori and Verzicco, 1998).
∗/

∗

∗

Figure 1. Definition. The outer flow is driven by a pressure gradient in the streamwise direction.

The non-dimensional form of the Navier-Stokes equation reads

2

1
2

2

1, 2, 3

(3)

and continuity equation becomes
0
where the following non-dimensional variables are used

1, 2, 3

(4)
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where ∗ is the time, ∗ the pressure, ∗ the velocity in the
number, based on the Stokes length ∗ .
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∗
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direction,

∗

/ ∗ , the Reynolds

Eqs. 4 and 5 are solved numerically in a computational domain the size of which is
,
and
in
the streamwise, the vertical and the spanwise directions, respectively (see Table 1). At the bottom wall
the no-slip condition is enforced. Since the wall waviness is assumed to be much smaller than the
∗
/ ∗ ≪ 1), the no-slip boundary condition is expanded
thickness of the laminar boundary layer (
up to second order in the variable and is forced at
0 (Mazzuoli et al., 2011). Since the accuracy
of the numerical method employed to solve the Navier Stokes equation is of second order and is
smaller than the size of the first computational grid in the vertical direction, there is consistency
between the numerical scheme and boundary condition (Vittori and Verzicco,1998).
), far from the bed, a symmetrical condition is applied. This is the
At the upper boundary (
same as requiring the vanishing of the tangential stresses far from the bed. The remaining boundary
and
planes) are periodic because the turbulent flow is assumed to be
conditions (
homogeneous in the and directions.
The mesh is uniform in the
and
directions and non-uniform in the
direction so that the grid
∗
points are clustered near the bed (minimum grid size is 0.16 and maximum grid size is 0.59 ∗ ). The
method uses second order finite difference approximations for the spatial derivatives and the fractionstep method for the time step in the Navier-Stoke equation. For a more detailed description of the
numerical procedure, see Kim and Moin (1985), Orlandi (1989), Vittori and Verzicco (1998) and
Costamagna et al. (2003).

Table 1. Numerical parameters for the test. Here

test

R

Re

1

948

4.5 ⋅ 10

∗

∗

∗

and

∗

.
N

213.6

25.13

75.40

541

65

385

-

test
1

2

1

0.1

0.5

0

0

1

0

0

-

Test conditions and the properties of the numerical mesh are given in Table 1. In Table 1 Re
∗
∗
∗
∗
/ ∗ , where ∗
/ 2 , ,
and
are the number of grid points in streamwise,
vertical and spanwise direction, respectively. The computational domain should be large enough to
contain the largest coherent vortex structure that occurs in the boundary layer simultaneously, the grid
size should be small enough to describe the smallest turbulent eddies. To secure this, a fast Fourier
transform of the velocity field has been performed and it has been verified that the amplitude of the
spectral components with the largest and smallest wave numbers are smaller than a few percent of the
maximum amplitude.
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Turbulent spots. Laminar-to-turbulent transition
Turbulent spots are isolated areas in an otherwise laminar flow where the flow “bursts” into violent
random oscillations, first observed by Carstensen et al. (2010) for wave boundary. These observations
were complemented by the DNS simulations of turbulent spots in oscillatory boundary layers by
Mazzuoli et al. (2011) and Mazzuoli (2013).
Turbulent spots can be visualized in CFD experiments by various criteria involving “traditional”
/ )), turbulent
turbulence quantities such as turbulent kinetic energy production (TKEP (
)), wall-shear-stress fluctuations, or velocity fluctuations. Fig. 2a
kinetic energy (TKE (1/2
displays the contour plot of the TKEP at a distance
0.24 from the wall at
45 ° (the flow
being from left to right) and shows that, turbulent spots can be visualized by the larger values of TKEP.
Fig. 2a is accompanied by another contour plot (Fig. 2b), namely the counter plot of the quantity
, i.e. the pressure gradient in the direction perpendicular to the wall at the same
location
/
and phase as in Fig. 2a:
∗
∗

∗
∗

(6)

∗

0.24 (at which these contour plots are given) is the level closest to
Note that the vertical distance
the wall where the vertical pressure gradient can be resolved in the present DNS simulation. We also
so that a positive value of (
/
note that, for convenience, the minus sign is added to /
indicates an upward-directed force on fluid particles. As shown by Fig. 2, the turbulent spots,
visualized by the vertical pressure gradient (Fig. 2b), are strikingly similar to those visualized by the
TKEP (Fig. 2a).
plane
The DNS simulation indicates that turbulent fluctuations appear at multiple locations in the
simultaneously. When they first occur they are rapidly damped. Later, however, around
20°, they
begin to remain sustained, and turbulent spots emerge. Then the spots grow in size until they merge
whereby the entire near bed region becomes turbulent at
65°. These DNS simulations are in
qualitative and to some degree quantitative agreement with the works of Jensen et al. (1989) and
Carstensen et al. (2010) although the DNS results imply an early transition by O(30 40°). This might
be related to (a) the difficult and possible subjective judgments in defining the transition limit
experimentally, (b) the higher level of the perturbations in the experimental apparatus.
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Figurre 2.Turbulent spots for ωt = 45˚. The flow
w is from left to
o right. Qualita
atively the two
o criteria the ve
ertical
press
sure gradient and the turbu
ulent kinetic en
nergy producttion (TKEP) arre capable of detecting the same
areas
s where the flo
ow as become turbulent.(a): T
Turbulent spotts using the tu
urbulent kineticc energy produ
uction
(TKE
EP) as criterion
n as Mazzuoli et al. (2011).(b):: Using the vertical pressure gradient as criiterion.

Stattistical analy
ysis of vertical pressurre gradient
The analysis of thhe preceding section
s
has cllearly shown that
t the quantiity ( p/ x can describ
be the
laminar-to-turbuleent transition rather
r
well, inndeed as good
d as, for exam
mple, the turbuulent kinetic en
nergy
prodduction. This result stimulaated the studyy highlighted in this sectio
on. In this annalysis, the veertical
presssure gradient, ( p/ x , is consideredd like a turbuleence quantity,, and the statiistical properties of
this qquantity, nam
mely the mean,, and the standdard deviation
n, are calculatted from the ddata obtained in
i the
preseent DNS sim
mulation. The analysis willl be presenteed in three steps: (1) Bedd shear stresss; (2)
Turbbulence quanttities; and (3)) Vertical preessure gradieent. The first two steps arre included in the
analyysis as they prrove useful fo
or the analysis of the pressurre gradient, th
he focus of thee present study
y.
Bed shear stress
s

Fig. 3 displays thhe time variatiion of the phaase resolved mean
m
bed shear stress,
∗
∗
entirre
plane)) where ∗
/ ∗ , aand is

, ((averaged oveer the

∗ ∗
∗

∗

(7)

a
As seen from Fig.. 3 the bed sheear stress leadds the free streeam by a phasse difference oof 20˚. This agrees
1989) and Carstensen et al. (2010).
well with the expeerimental dataa reported in Jeensen et al. (1
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Figurre 3. a: The normalized
n
fre
ee stream velo
ocity. b: The normalized
n
bed shear in terrms of bed frriction
veloc
city.

The maximum vaalue of the bed
d shear stress obtained in the
t present sim
mulation is
valuee and assuminng
9.72s, the wave fricction factor deefined by
2

̅∗
∗

∗

1.9. Using
g this

(8)

is foound to be
0.0040, and the latteer value matcches the resullts from Jenssen et al.’s (1
1989)
expeeriment,
≅ 0.004
Turb
bulence quan
ntities

Figs. 4 and 5 pressent the time evolution
e
of th
the turbulencee quantities in which the turrbulence quan
ntities
/

(
1, 2, 3 and
in which
is the fluctuating compon
nent of the veelocity . Ov
verbar
indiccates the speccial average taaken over the entire
plane
p
are plottted versus thee distance from
m the
bed, all normalizeed by the outeer flow param
meter. This alllows for a dirrect comparisoon with the reesults
m Spalart and Baldwin (19
987) and Jenssen et al. (198
89). The com
mparison reveaals that the reesults
from
comppares favourab
ably well. The results are hoowever not sho
own here for reasons
r
of spaace.
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Figurre 4. Time evolution of turbulence quantitie
es. R.m.s. valu
ues for
―∙―

for se
elected phasess.

▬▬

,――

and

The time evolutioon of the turb
bulence quanttities illustrateed in Fig. 4 is given for fo
four selected phase
p
valuees,
0°, 45°, 90° and 135°. It is seeen in Fig. 4a that, with the reversal of thhe free stream
m flow
0°) turbuleence has evid
(
dently spread quite a substantial portion
n of the bounddary layer, up
p to a
heighht of
14
4 before it reaached its asym
mptotic value. It is seen thaat, by the timee the phase reaches
45° Panel b , this turbu
ulence is presuumably dissip
pated, and it iss only close too the bed that there
90°, Panel c)
is a peak in the r.m.s.
r
values of . As thhe phase valu
ue increases further
f
(
c the
builddup of turbuleence continuees in all three velocity com
mponents. Finaally, with
135° (Pan
nel d)
the tturbulence sprreads out as high elevationss as
12. This continuo
ous buildup oof turbulence is
i due
to diiffusion of tuurbulence thatt allows a grrowing bound
dary layer oveer the entire pphase until a new
bounndary layer staarts to form att the near bed flow reversal (Jensen et al. 1989).
The same pattern is repeated fo
or the non-dim
mensional Rey
ynolds stresses illustrated inn Fig. 5. In Fiig. 5a
Reynolds stressses from the previous periiod is not yet dissipated. Th
he negative vaalue is becausse the
the R
free stream velociity has just been in the negaative direction
n. In Fig. 5b th
he turbulence is dissipated and a
s
near th
he bed. Panelss Fig. 5c and Fig. 5d show that the builddup continuess until
new buildup has started
4 The results presented
p
in FFigs. 4 and 5 are
a in
the fflow reverses, in exactly thee same fashioon as in Fig. 4.
compplete agreemeent with Jensen et al. (19889). Furtherm
more, although not shown hhere for reaso
ons of
space, the presennt results are in accord wiith the steady
y boundary laayer data for phase valuess near
90° , an exppected result as
a the oscillatoory boundary layer behavess much the sam
ame for these phase
p
valuees as the streaamwise pressu
ure gradient ddriving the osccillatory boundary layer beccomes rather small
(andd indeed it becomes zero at
90°) forr these phase values.
v
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Figurre 5. Time evollution of Reyno
olds stresses

for selected phases.

Vertical pressure
e gradient

Fig. 6 presents thee time evolutio
on of the verti
tical pressure gradient
g
in no
on-dimensionaal form /
for
v
as in Figs. 4 and 5. Similar to th
he turbulence quantities in Figs. 4 and 5,
5 the
the ssame phase values
presssure gradient is normalized
d by the outer fflow parameteers (Eq. 6), the maximum fr
free stream vellocity
and the density off the fluid, an
nd plotted verssus the non-dimensional diistance from th
the bed , an
nd the
averaaging (overbaar) is taken over the entire pplane
plaane, as in the case
c of the turb
rbulence quanttities.
Twoo sets of data are
a plotted in Fig.
F 6. The firrst one (solid lines in the figure) represennts the condittional
averaaged vertical pressure graadient correspponding to – /
0 (the upwardd-directed preessure
graddient), while thhe second sett of data (the dashed lines)) represents th
he conditional
al averaged veertical
presssure gradient corresponding
g to – /
0 (the dow
wnward-directed pressure grradient).
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Figurre 6. Conditional averaged value of
/
.

/

for selectted phase valu
ues.

▬▬

/

and
d ― ―

The condition reeferred to in the precedinng paragraph implies that, for upward directed preessure
ubject to this pressure grad
dient will mo
ove up, and vvice versa. Th
his is
graddient, the fluidd particles su
clearrly for fluid particles
p
with
h practically zzero vertical momentum.
m
For
F particles w
with finite veertical
mom
mentum, howeever, the aforeementioned veertical pressurre gradient willl first be usedd to “consumee” the
mom
mentum of thee fluid particlles, before thee particles beegin to move in the directiion dictated by
b the
samee vertical presssure gradient..
Firstt of all, Fig. 6 shows that, regardless off the phase vaalue, the vertical pressure ggradient
p/ ∂x
appeears to be larggest very neaar the bed, inn the region associated
a
witth the generattion of turbullence,
O 1 . Fig. 6 further shows that
t
with increasin
ing phase, attaaining
p/ x increases tremendously
90° before
veryy large values a
b
it begiins to fall offf. A third observation from
m Fig. 6 is thaat the
upwaard-directed pressure
p
gradiient appears too be larger th
han the downw
ward-directedd pressure gradient,
and this appears to be the case throughout
ut the phase space.
s
Howev
ver, what gennerates the veertical
presssure gradient is yet unknow
wn to us. Our efforts will be
b directed tow
wards this queestion in our future
f
workk.
At thhis juncture, it
i is interestin
ng to comparee the way in which
w
the verrtical pressuree gradients ev
volves
(Fig.. 6) with that of the turbuleence quantitiees (Figs. 4 and 5). When in
nspected closeely, it will bee seen
that the turbulencce quantities are
a generated in the region
O 1 , and
a the turbullence generateed by
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the flow is constantly fed into the main body of the flow, revealed by the spreading of the turbulence
O 15 . This “diffusion” of turbulence across the
across the boundary layer up to heights as far as
boundary layer depth is rather clear even at the phase
0° where it is seen that there is a substantial
amount of turbulence left from the previous half cycle (Fig. 4, Panel a), as was also revealed by
Jensen’s work (1989). Now, this feature does not exist in the time evolution of the pressure-gradient
process (Fig. 6). This is because the pressure gradient process is not a diffusive process.
The present results reveal that the chain of events occurs in the following manner. First the vertical
pressure gradient is generated (practically momentarily) near the bed, and this causes fluid motion in
the vertical direction (upwards or downwards depending on the direction of the pressure gradient). This
is essentialy the turbulence, and it is known that the turbulent kinetic energy generated this way
), a scalar quantity, is governed by a diffusion process, revealed by Fig.
(represented by
1/2
4.
The standard deviation
is defined by

for the conditional averaged pressure gradients are seen in Fig. 7 in which

(9)

Averaging (overbar) is, again, over the entire space
plane. In Fig. 7, the solid line represents the
condition
/
0 and the dashed line
/
0. Two things are observed. First the
magnitude for the upward directed gradient (
/
> 0) has a larger magnitude than the downward
directed pressure gradient (
/
< 0). Secondly the same pattern regarding the development over
the phase is repeated for the conditional averaged gradients in Fig. 6. It may also be noted that the
standard deviation values can be as much as the mean values (of Figs. 6 and 7).
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Figurre 7. Condition
nal averaged value
v
of the sttandard deviattion of
/
> 0) and
d―― (
/
< 0).

/

for selected
d phase values.

▬▬

IMPLICATION FOR
F
SEDIME
ENT TRANS
SPORT
The vertical presssure gradientt will generaate a force on
o the sedimeent moving nnear the bed.. The
he bed behav
ves as a hydrraulic smooth
h bed.
simuulation is for a smooth beed, so it’s reqquired that th
∗
Therrefore there is a limitation for
f the grain siize, , that reequires the Reeynolds grain nnumber to be
∗

∗

O 10

∗

(10)

d
will be the submerged
The stabilising foorce on the seediment waterr mixture in the vertical direction
∗
∗
(per unit
u volume) of the mixtuure where
is the speciffic gravity annd ∗ the porrosity,
weigght
definned by
∗

∗

1 1

The contribution from the verttical pressure gradient,
mixttures will be

∗

∗

(11)

, to the agitatiing force on tthe sediment-water
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∗
∗

∗

(12)

∗

∗ ∗
, ∗ being the density of water and ∗ the acceleration due to gravity. If the
where ∗
∗
submerged weight is larger than the agitating forces, ∗
, the sediment will not move in the
vertical direction. If it is smaller the sediment will move. Considering that other forces like drag and
hydrodynamic mass forces will affect the sediment-water-mixture motion we can only look at the
contribution from the vertical pressure gradient to the total force needed to move the sediment water
mixture and not the total force acting on the sediment-water mixture. Table 2 lists the values for
selected typical wave periods and the associated pressure gradient based on the mean values at
90° nearest the bed from Fig. 6c and for Eq. 11, ∗ 2.65 and ∗ 0.4 which are typical values
for sediment. The grain sizes in table 2 are selected such that it satisfies Eq. 10.

°.

Table 2. Typical values of wave periods and the magnitude of the vertical pressure gradient at
∗
∗
Shields parameter,
/ ∗ ∗
. Grain Reynolds number is 10 for all cases (See Eq. 10).
∗

[s]

∗

∗

[mm]

∗

F∗

∗

∗
∗

5

0.22

10

0.60

0.48

0.48

7.5

0.22

8

0.40

0.26

0.26

10

0.22

7

0.30

0.17

0.17

12.5

0.22

6

0.24

0.12

0.12

As listed in Table 2 the sediment size of 0.22 mm (corresponding to medium sand) fulfils the
requirement for the smooth bed. Further Shield’s parameter is calculated in order to ensure that the
sediment will actually move. As seen all the sediment will move although the largest period is close to
incipient motion. The vertical pressure gradient is approximated as an average value over the height of
O 10 or in terms of
/ R /
O 0.25 . The
the sediment with the assumption that
∗
∗
agitation-force-to-weight ratio /
is based on the mean value of (
/
) picked up from Fig. 6.
However the instantaneous value of the latter can be as much as two times the mean value, or even
larger. Therefore, the ∗ / ∗ ratio in such cases may even exceed unity, implying that even the
pressure gradient alone can suspend the sediment grains from the bed.
CONCLUSIONS
1.
2.

3.

Turbulent spots can be detected by a criterion involving the vertical pressure gradient near the bed.
The vertical pressure gradient is treated as a turbulence quantity, and classic statistical properties,
the mean and the standard deviation, are calculated with conditional averages (depending on
whether the gradient is upward or downward directed).
Results show that the magnitude of the upward directed conditional averaged pressure gradient is
larger than twice the magnitude of the downward directed one.
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4.

The “life span” of the pressure gradient is seen to be much shorter than that of the velocity
fluctuations. This is attributed to the fact that the vertical pressure gradient forces are instantaneous
in contrast to the induced velocity fluctuations.
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